























































































SJSU students may 
face  a $216 fee increase next 
fall. 
The increase was proposed by the 
Chancellor's  
Office to help 
the California State University and 
Colleges system 
cope
 with Gov. Edmund G. Brown 
Jr.'s $50 million slash
 of its 1982-83 budget. 
Students will already
 pay $46 more in student fees 
next spring to meet Brown's 







increase for next fall 
would raise 
$.51.3 million in revenues,
 according to the 
Chancellor  
The proposal
 states $10.2 million of 
that  sum will be set 
aside for financial 
aids
 to lessen the severity 
of the 
impact of the
 budget cut on lower -income
 students. 
Other action proposed 
to deal with the 
reduction
 is 
cancellation  of $11.7 minion in new
 programs and a 
5,100 reduction
 in new student enrollment. 
The board meets













whips his Formula Vee race
 car around the 
Sears Point Raceway.  For the
 trials and 
tribulations of "life 







 77, Number 56 
Serving the 
San Jose Community 
Since  1934 
Kevin Johnson, A.S.
 Program Board films
 chairman, sits in 
front of posters of a 
trio of films shown 
this  semester as 
part
 of the films 
series.
 The series 
included  "Tuesday 
Talkies,"  "Wednesday
 
Cinema" and "Friday Flicks." But due to financial 




 and part of 
the 
program  might he 
cancelled
 next semester 
Johnson  plans to resign
 after this semester. 





































cancellaton  of 
the series 












Cinema  and Friday
 Flicks. 
Given 
a $9,500 budget for 
the fall 
1981/spring 1982 
academic year, the 
series 
is expcected to 
have less than 
$2,000  for next semester. 
After  going over 
requisitions  
submitted 













 to find Kevin 
Johnson,  
films chairman,
 requesting more 
films. 
The two, according
 to Johnson, 
were under the
 impression that 












By Randy Paige 
Staff Writer 
University police 
are  planning today to 
ask the
 district attorney to 
file charges in 
connection 
with  the false rape 
report  and 
vandalism of 




"It is within the 
district attorney 'ti 
power,"  University 
Police Sgt. William 
Lane 
said, "based on 
information we have, that he 
could issue a 






Bob Overly in the
 vandalism done
 to the 
blue
 light telephone,
 but another 
man con-
fessed
 to ripping 
out  the telephone 
receiver. 
The 
investigation  was 
delayed  yesterday
 
when  police 
investigators  
were  called to 
the 
Student Union
 to monitor a 
rally,  said Lane.
 
Police  responded to a 
report  of a rape in 
progress shortly after midnight Friday that 
came over a blue light telephone located on 
Ninth Street,
 behind Markham Hall. 
When police arrived, no victim was 
in 
sight
 and the telephone receiver had been 
ripped
 from 
the  box. 
Lane is hoping to complete
 the necessary 




"We will take all the facts and in-
formation and 
give
 it to the D.A. and let him 
make
 a decision," Lane said. "We won't 
make any specific
 recommendation, but we 
will  say 
'these are the facts, 
and  this is 
what 
we think we can prove.'"
 
Lane would 
not disclose specifics about 
the investigation 
because
 he said it could 
affect the case 
if such facts were made public. 
However, another man
 who confessed to 
vandalizing 
the telephone




incident,  even 

























Overly rip the 
phone from its 
holder, 
according




 testimony and 
the confession 
related to the 
telephone 
vandalism.  Neither 
eyewitness 
testimony  nor the 
confession 
indicates
 who was 












before  the  telephone
 was 
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included those up to 
the end of the 
semester. 
After some calculations were 
made, Lenart and Osborne con-
cluded if the films series continues 
at its current pace, it will lose 
money. According to Johnson their 
remedy was to cancel some of the 
The films to be cancelled this 
semester are Tuesday's show
 "Mon 
Oncle D'Arnerique;" the Dec. 9 free 
show, "The Grateful Dead: Live in 
Concert," and the Dec. 4 triple 
biller, "Fantastic Animation Films 
Festival," "Altered
 States" and 
"Reefer 
Madness."  
Although Johnson agreed the 
Tuesday show would lose money and 
no income would be generated on the 
Grateful Dead show, he said he 
fought hard for the triple bill. 
"It's not a 
losing
 package," he 
said.  "I felt the audience was 
waiting for that program." 
Johnson said he was "caught off 
guard"  and told them "I don't think 
it should be cancelled. But do as you 
will."
 
Program Board Director 
Bill 
Rolland 
agreed with the can-
cellation. 
Johnson said next semester's 
"Tuesday 
Talkies"  and possibly the 
"Friday
 Flicks" have been can-
celled tentatively. 
Johnson said he had originally 
planned for $5,500 for the fall series, 
leaving $4,500 for spring. 
Whether $2,000 or $4,500 remains 
is 
unclear, according to Johnson, 
since
 no actual figure can be 
determined until the last film has 
run. 
"I cannot believe that I have 
spent as much on this series as they 
show," he said. "I did almost
 an 
identical series in the spring 
semester, which ran for thousands 
of dollars less." 
But Johnson added that 
mistakes could have been make in 
his records or in the business 
office's 
bookkeeping. 
"There have been mistakes 
before," Johnson 
said. 
Johnson said he budgeted the 
series according to a study he made 
last spring. He gave three possible 
reasons why his budget might have 
run 
short. 
One was purchasing orange 
vinyl cushions for the movie goers' 
comfort, 
which  took a $650 chunk out 




 in the 
origninal budget at the 
beginning of 
the semester. This 
was done to at-
tract a 
larger audience, he said. It 
was dropped when it 
didn't work. 
The third and "biggest reason" 
was
 low attendance. Johnson said it 
is a "statistical 
fact"  quit the fall 
series has a higher attendance than 
the 
spring.
 Yet, this fall it has 
dropped. 
"I can tell just from having been 
here every night 
the attendance is 
low," Johnson said, who 
bases his 
budget on the number of people who 
show
 up for the films. 
"It's
 resoundingly clear - it 
hurts," 
Johnson said. "The series 
appears to lack
 professionalism 
because of the facility we use." 




professional  series, but the 





 has been a 
constant  source of 
problems,  and 
after a while
 people say "Hey, I 
can't  count on the series." 
"Word of mouth
 is the biggest 
make it 
or break it of any project 
you do," Johnson said. "I think 
that's what's 
happening
 right now." 
But 
Johnson  questions how 
students can
 be promised a series 
and then
 have someone cancel it on 
them. 
"Above and beyond the financial 
reasons,
 is it ethical to do so?" 
Johnson asked.
 "We did promise 
that to the
 public." 
Johnson said the series will 
probably be 
considered  unreliable, 
since it was also 
cancelled  at the end 
of last
 spring. 
"When you start cancelling 
films . . . people are going to 
respond by not coming," Johnson 
said. 
The spring 
cancellation  was due 
to internal conflicts within the 
program board over who 
ultimately
 
had responsibility for the films 
series. It was not due to financial 
reasons, according to Johnson. 
"Someone felt it 




 Johnson said. 














 Tau Omega will be required 
to
 sign business con-
tracts next year 







The fraternity is trying
 to close a policy loophole that allows 
fraternity  
4 - 
members living outside 
the  house to get by without paying
 dues. 
"Fraternities with 





 said Ken Schott, president of Alpha Tau Omega. Schott 
initiated 
the idea of using 
contracts.  






Schott maintained. "Sometimes members are 
waiting for scholarship 
checks." 
Bill Hiss, president of the 
Inter -Fraternity Council, a representative 
group of all campus fraternities, 















 doesn't pay his
 dues 





obligations," Biss said. 
"and  is no brother." 
Although




 that a 
fraternitj




 is "not a brother," &hott disagreed about deem) of 
in-
volvement the university
 should share in fraternity finances. 
Beyond the financial control
 fraternities exert over their members. the 
university
 wields power of its 
own. 
"You have to run a fraternity like a 
business."  Schott continued. 
"Some fraternities say 






















































































sanction  a 
fraternity  





won't  either. 
This action
 results  






















the  same 









 nationally based. 
SJSU





















































activities.  The local 
























 reach total membership." 
"We 






































































 turn of the
 century 












Tamera  Casias 
Staff 
Writer 
poor one, was miserable at best. 
Part of the reason 
the women's cause 
has  gone so far 
in the 
present century
 is because, 
with  the new 
con-
veniences, many women found 
a lot 
of extra 








 time for 
men to emancipate 
their wives and daughters.
 With the 
move away 
from the farms of 




a man had to work 
outside his home to 
bring in the 
bread,
 bacon, etc. 
With  no yard to care 
for  and the ever
-decreasing
 size 
of the family, 
women  had time to work 
outside the home 
and men often 
needed  help making the 
family
 ends meet. 
Women 
could be easily be 
prepared for work 
in a 
factory. In many 
cases  of factory 
uork,
 women were 
preferred over men because 
of their greater dexterity. 
It was not 
so much a reason that women
 worked extra 
hard in 
those days for freedom or 
individual
 
rights,  it was 
just a convenient time for men to let them go. 
Most men didn't care
 what else their wives did, as 
long as it didn't interfere with the 
raising  of children, 
housecleaning and sexual "duties." 
Many 
active feminists simply can't believe 
that  a 
woman would want to stay at home when she 
could  "be 












































take  man) 
forms. 
















front  an 8



















ability,  she 

























high  rate 
of
 interest
 on a new 
home, 






























a lot of 
women  
find
 it an 
interesting
 




Sure,  women should be 
able to choose what 
they want 
to be 
and if being a 
homemaker isn't
 it, then so be 
it. 
However, 
feminists  need to 




who want their 
abilities
 to grow in the 
home, 
rather than
 in the outside world. 
These women should not be 
shut out. It's great to have 
the option to work 




 feasible to 
work in the home 
instead, it 
should
 be socially feasible
 as well. 
Many of 
the  current feminists 
feel they have "ear-
ned"
 the right to do whatever 
they want to do. But if the
 
family did 
an about-face to the
 farms of yesterdat
 . the 
position of women
 would also revert.
 
Women were needed more 
in those days, not as a 
person beneath the level
 
if
 man to be  trodded upon.
 but 
because
 they had 
qualities  to offer 
society




















Living in the 
dorms,  there have 
been many nights
 where I have been
 
kept 
awake  by loud 
MUSIC  and loud 
voices.  On the same 
note,
 there have 
been many 


















 that Allen Hall was 








were guilty were never




I'm not condoning vandalism or 
disturbing
 the peace, but the "shou
 
of 
force" by the university and San 
Jose 
police,
 in toy estimation,
 was a 
bit 
extreme.  By the 
time  the police 
arrived, they were a 
tread)
 in bed. 
If these five 
men had belonged 
to anything other than the Spartan
 
football team, 
would  they have been 
arrested? Would the 
details have 
appeared






all  cases, 
probably 
not.  There would have 
been sonic' 




 and certainly a 
write-up. 
But  not handcuffs and 
the  
possible threat of eviction. 
This year's team is unique and 
riding high. 
Why bring them down 
by dragging 
some of their names 
and antics cross the 
Daily's  front 
page, 


















big  round of 
applause.  
Not 
since my days of 
high  school has 
it 
been
 so exciting to 
watch a football 
team. 
lam sure 
it is now clear 
to many 
people  that the Spartans
 are a very 
good football 
team.  Arizona 
State  is 
the 

















erusl  I na 
defense.  All 
of
 this was 
self-evident 
in the came 



















 have I been




 an organization 
like that 
of the SJSU Spartans.
 
Thanks,
 Jack Elway. You
 have 
made  the community
 very  proud. 
Good luck 
to you and the team. 












I read with disgust the article
 
about the five football players who 




am also a dorm 
resident, and I have seen other 







 many members 
of the football team. 
A few nights 
ago  I was eating 
dinner
 in the Dining Commons when 
I 
noticed  that one table
 was 
com-
pletely  occupied by 
husky  males. I 
was seated 
close enough to 
hear  bits 
of
 their conversation and it was 
obvious




When  they left the table, only 
tut,
 of 
them removed their 
trays. 
The other eight












to clean up. 
Another trivalent occurred
 on a 
Saturday  when the team had a 
game.
 
I u as in 
line in the D.C. when 














was  not open 
Saturdat
 s. he would
 have to wait a 
few moments. 
FIC became angry, 









 to eat. He finally made 
so 
much noise and became so abusive 
she let hint pass. 
In cart'
 of these instances, there 
is no acceptable excuse for the 
behavior of these
 people. I 
ant 
amazed that they feel that simply 
because they are on an athletic. 
team, they have a license to be 
rude 
and break the rules. It's unfortunate 
a few people on the football
 team can 


















































would  be 
as 















































































 page editors' and 
Steve 
Whitlach's.  















editors. Steve Whitlach and Mr. 
Chris Uneson wish to infer the word 
win from my words 
relatively 
nominal retaliation, there's not 




war.  as 
President Heaaan said, there will be 






 first, there will 
be mutual 
destruction.  But if we pre-
empt this 
hypothetical  first strike 
with the first 
strike of our own, the 
Soviets can be 
annihilated  and we 
will not be 
utterIN  destroyed. 




 maximize what options 



























I would like to use this space to 
direct a request 
toward  the faculty 
and  students of SJSU: 
Please don't 
smoke 
in the halls and corridors.








I urge you to take heed 
of the 
black "NO SMOKING"













































 courage to 















































































































 pain and 
embarrassment
 
for all parties involved,
 including 
the resident adviser
 who was put in 
the compromising position of having 
to make the citizen's arrest. 
Being  a resident 
of the dor-
mitory involved. I 
know
 that this 
sort 
of
 rowdy behavior is com-
monplace  in the dorms and hardly a 
weekend goes by without some 
vandalism occuring. The sum-
moning of the police seems
 to me to 
have been totally 
unnecessary,  and I 
feel that this was not a news 
worthy 
item. It 
seems to me that this 
article  
was written

















 you should 
be using 
your energies





























 is in 



























 as a 






























































































































































































































































































































































































A panel discussion on 
"Defense Spending 
and 
You" was sparked Monday 
evening when
 a scuffle 
broke out between two 
audience members. 
Melody Pascual, a 
junior majoring in ad-
ministration
 of justice, said 
she applauded a statement 
made about the United 
States being allowed to 




to Pascual, a 
Peace and Freedom Party 
representative, Dave 
Wald, turned around and 
told
 her she was "stupid" 
in supporting the oppressor 
while she
 was being op-
pressed. Pascual said she 
stood up and delivered a 
slap to the 
side of Wald's 
head. 
Earlier in the 
discussion, monitors had to 
quell 
a minor disturbance 
as Sarah Dawson
 and 
Rachel Caldwell, members 
of the Communist 
Revolutionary  Party, in-
terrupted the meeting by 
telling the audience the 
event had been glossed 
over with traits of "im-
perialism." 
The panel discussion 
centered around the 
Reagan Administration's 
increase in defense 
spending and how it affects 
social and economic 
standards around the 
nation. 
Notably absent from 
the proceedings were 
scheduled speakers Rep. 
Don 
Edwards,  ID -San 
Jose) and David Hoppler, a 
spokesman from the 
Hoover Institute in Palo 
Alto. 
To achieve a balanced 
budget by 1984, Reagan cut 
social service funding by 
billions 
of dollars. But 
critics claim that the 
president increased 
national defense spending 
while cutting 




 in support of 
the 
defense  budget were 
Maj.
 William Durbin, a 
staff officer and assistant 
secretary for the general 
staff of the Sixth Army, 
who is stationed at the 
Presidio in San Francisco: 





Republican  Party. 
Durbin, using
 a slide 
presentation cited the 




the need to 
maintain a strike force that 




 first national goal 





















 mit claas 









Association  and 
the  Associated 
Press
 Published 




year The opinions 
expressed
 vi the 

















































 Durbin said. 
Durbin 













with  nuclear war 
such
 time is no longer 
there.
 It will be a come-as-
you
-are war," Durbin said.
 
"Our goal is to 
achieve 
superiority 
by  1990," 
Durbin  told audience 
members. 











military  buildup that will 
destroy our economy. 
"The assumption is 
that we have the right to 
control the world to our 
advantage,"
 while the 
Soviets do not, McFadden 
said. 
While tracing
 the roots 
of 
















































While McFadden spoke 





peace in the 














Walker  said. 
The Republican 
representative said both 
nations need 
to









as there is 
one  
nuclear




 will all live with 























believe  that when 
a 
nation 
prepares for war, 
war is 
what















"I think Weinberger 
wants war," Boehn said as 
she 


































Boehn  said. 
She  said 
that  the 
U.S.  































being conducted by the 




Reagan's policy for  a 
balanced  budget calls for 
the implementation of 
reducing social programs, 
which
 according to Boehn 




Phil Farley, a member 









usefulness  of 
the B-1 
bomber  and 
the









questioned  the 
penetration 
capabilities  of 
the 




adding that by 









a defense to 





A retired foreign 
services officer, Farley 
said the United States 
INVESTIGATION
 
continued from page 1 
'I'm putting 
all  the pieces of in-
formation together to see 
if
 I can logically 
show only one person could have 
said what 
was said over the phone based on the 
amount of time the 
phone  was used, 
testimony by eyewitnesses about 
who  
specifically may have been involved and 
the testimony given by two persons who 
appear to have been 
involved,"  Lane said. 
The false rape report was
 the only call 
that came into police headquarters from 
that telephone during the early morning 
hours 
last Friday. The tape recording of 
the call lasts for
 less than 30 seconds. 
Police believe individuals 
who can be 
would
 be better off 
spen-
ding 




"several billions in 
defense." 
Farley said both 
superpowers  should be able 
to sit down 




terms for a 
freeze  (on nuclear 
weapons) and use 
that  as a 
base for reduction and 
limitations,"
 said Farley. 














 control in 
the 




people  in the U.S. 
should say that's not 
possible.  That kind of world 
passed by a 
long time ago." 
Although the teach -in, 
as it was labeled by Bob 
Gliner,
 professor of 
sociology and
 one of 
several organizers of the 




was happy with the turn-
out 
and response. 
established as present at the
 scene may be 
implicated in the false 
rape  report. 
"The given testimony
 stating the 
whereabouts at 
the time all of this hap-
pened of the 
two people who appear to be 
involved 
combined  with the tape gives 
answers which
 help us to narrow it down to 
the one person who 
did it," Lane said. 
Police expect to ask 
the district at-
torney to file a 
complaint  on two charges. 
The first, 
that  of reporting a false 
emergency, could carry a sentence as high 
as one year in the county jail 
and  a $1,000 
fine. The second,
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 Club will hold 
Anthropology 
Awareness Days today and 
tomorrow in the Student 
Union.  For more 




   
"Raisin in the Sun" will be shown at 
6:30 tonight
 in Duncan Hall, room 
135.  
Fore more
 information call Dr. Millner, 
Afro-American Studies, at 
277-2739.
 
   
The SJSU jazz studies program will 
present a free concert at 8:15 tonight in the 
Music 
Building Concert Hall. 
   
Christaln
 Students will hold a Bible 
study at noon
 today in the S.U. Pacheco 
Room. For more 
information  call Rich at 
947-8565. 
   
Executive 
Council
 of Business 
Students will 
hold  a question and answer 
session with 
J. Sindey Webb at 
2:15  p.m. 
today in the S.U. 
Loma Prieta Room. For 
more information call 
Mark W. Lee at 277-
2301. 




Unionwill meet at 8 
tonight in the S U. 
Guadalupe  Room. For more 
information 
call Peter 
Maxwell  at 277-8643. 
   
The Chinese 
language  program 
will  
show "Tiger Rock" 
free at 7 tonight in Art 
Building, room 133. 
   
A.S.  Leisure Student 




 Trot from noon 
to 1 
p.m. today at the 
Student Union. 
Contestant
 can win turkeys
 and T-shirts in 
the 2.3
 mile run. For more
 information call 
277-2972.  
   
KSJS (FM 90.7) 
will  present Rod 
Stewart's 
album "Tonight I'm
 Yours" at 
10:15 tonight. 
For  more information
 call 
277-2322.  
















































American Society of 
Civil 
Engineers 




 will be a 
dinner and guest 
speaker.  For more 
in-
formation call 
Susan Hamilton at 
264-8555.
 
   
The 
Chicana  Alliance 
will
 meet at 3 
p.m. tomorrow in 
the  Women's Center. 
For more information
 call Adelina Alvarez 
at 
277-3554.  
   
The Potter's Guild will hold 
its annual 
pottery sale from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. today 
through Wednesday in the SJSU
 Art 
Building Quad. 
   
Nutrition, 




 to answer 
questions
 from 
9 a.m. to 3:30 




122. For more 
information 















tomorrow  and at 
3:30  p.m. 





 is $3. 







 tickets to its 
members
 to see 
"The
 Unicorn, The 




Larry at 268-2285. 





program  and the 
Psychology 
Department  
will host John 
Horn  of the 
University  of 
Denver, who will










Hall,  room 150. 
   




 9 a.m. Saturday in the Music
 Building 
Concert Hall. For 
more
 information call 
Scott Pierson 
at 277-3636. 
   
The music benefit project is 
looking
 
for  volunteer musicians to tour
 con-
valescent  homes and 
hospitals
 through 
Christmas. For more 
information call 
Laurie Chaikin at 
1415)
 323-3938. 




















87 Valley Fair 




Jose,  Calif 95128 Mt View,  Calif 94040 
249-8700  941-3600 
M -F 9-9, Sat 9-5:30/















MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2.1 
6:00 pm 
(in the S.U. Ballroom) 







Double elimination or round robin competition 
in 
best  2 of 3 game matches 
















Top 2 men's and 
women's
 players to 









12-14  at Stanford) 
information & 





























lane'  via Volkswagen, money 
SJSU Student's
 racing dream






the fast lane 
isn't 
causing
 Bob Kotcher 











 during the 
past 
year in 








 said he has 
wanted to drive 
race cars 
since he saw 
an
 Indy 500 
race on television when he 
was  12 years old. 
"I was 
totally
 in awe 
watching  those guys race," 
he 
said.  "Since 
then, I 
knew that that was what I 
wanted to do." 
After 




 in pit 
crews 
for almost nine 




watching  and start
 










 he found 
forgotten






four flat tires, a 
dead 
battery  and covered 
with layers of dust. 
He 
bought  the 
neglected  1968 car 
for
 
$1,700 after a 
friend, who 
also races cars, assured  
him the car's engine was
 in 
good shape and worthy of 
life, even though
 there was 
no 
way to test it. 
Kotcher then invested 
8200 more in 
parts,
 doing 
the labor himself despite 
his self-proclaimed lack of 
mechanical knowledge. 
Kotcher then spent two 
months breathing life into 
the Zink model Formula 








Kotcher's repairs were 
minor,  such as the $30 he 
paid for a 
set  of four one-
and
-a -half year old tires. 
The 






































 help keep 
the  costs of 
the car down, 






obsolete  too 
soon. 
"In 
a Vee, a 





driver's skill," he said. 
With his 
car in running 
condition
 and 
with  $400 




paid his $240 
entry fee for 
driver's









driving  his car 
was in  
driver's  school and 





Driving  fast 
isn't
 his 
thrill, he said, 
but the 
challenge
 of driving at high 
speeds and "doing it well, 
precise, 
perfectly  smooth" 
is what makes racing his 
ambition. 
Kotcher finished 
driver's school just in time 
to enter his 
first race in 
April of this year. After 
paying 
$33 to become a 
member 
of the San 
Francisco chapter of the 
Sports
 Car Club of 
America,  Kotcher was able 
to test his old car and his 
new knowledge against
 
other amateurs at Sears 
Point Raceway near 
Sonoma, the
 same place he 
had 
taken driving lessons. 
Whizzing along at 
speeds varying from 110 
miles per hour on the
 
straights to 40 miles per 
hour in 
the turns, Kotcher 
qualified in the 19th 
position 
with
 a fast lap time 
of 2.02.94 
on
 the 2.5 mile -




 of eight novice 
drivers, many of whom 
were his 
classmates  in 
driver's school. 
Kotcher finished his 
first race in the 15th 
position, bringing his lap 
time down almost
 a 
second  a small 
amount  
of time to most 
people,
 but 
to Kotcher, something he 









 he smiled. 
"Now that I'm doing 2.02
 
(second) 










 three other 
races, two
 at Sears Point
 




His only Laguna Seca 
race
 was the high 
point on 
Kotcher's  driving 
record. 
In the September 
race, he 
was the 
fastest first -year 
qualifier with 
a lap time of 
1.23.89. 
"In
 my race at Laguna 
Seca,
 I set a fast 
lap time 
that no other first -year 
driver has been able to 
top," he said.
 "However, I 
still have a ways to 
go 
before I'm 





drive his Formula Vee for 
two 
more  years, until he 
completes his degree in 




 though he is 





professional takes a lot of 
money because of the 
equipment you need to be 
able to keep up," he ex-
plained.
 "I'll never make 
any money doing this 
(amateur 
driving)."  
For each race Kotcher 
enters, he pays
 a 850 entry 
L's' There














 for a 
national driving license 
where they might 
earn 
fame but very little money. 
"The only real way to 
earn 
money  driving is to 
get on a 
driving
 team or 
turn professional," Kot-
cher said. "Who 
knows. 
maybe  someday I'll 
sacrifice everything and 
try to turn 
professional.  I'll 





concentrating  on im-
proving his driving.
 Taped 
below his steering 
wheel  is 
a quote from Henry David 
Thoreau that 
Kotcher said 








his  dreams, 
and 
endeavors  to live 
the 
life which he has 
imagined, 
he will meet






 believes in the
 
statement,
 even though 
he 
never 
expects  his car 
will 
win a race
 because of 
its 
age and
 Kotcher's lack 
of 
money for 
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S.U. Guadalupe 
Room  













at UOP in 
February  1982. 
Sponsored by 









































































 20 & 21 






racing  it anyway.
 
"My overall objective 









































 race car 
driver  and 
full
 tulle SJSU 
student Bob 
Kotcher is captured 
by the camera as 
he competes at 
Sears  Point Raceway
 in Sonoma. 
This is 
the  fourth race for 
Kotcher  in his Zinc 
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a young boy, SJSU Environmental Studies 
professor Don Aitken used to watch the hawks 
and owls 
outside his window and dream of, one
 day, flying as they 
flew. 
Today, he soars with the best of them. 
When he's seated in the glass
-encased  cab of his one-
man fiberglass Zuni 
sailplane,  the 50-foot wingspan is 
centered so close to Aitken's back that "the wings seem to 
sprout from 
my shoulders," he said. "It's almost like 
being a hawk
 or an eagle." 
Aitken set six speed 
records   more than any other 
pilot in the Western region  during four days last 
summer. 
The Zuni, the only high performance 
sailplane  made 
in the United States, can reach a speed of 200 mph. But 
Aitken
 prefers to stay at "about 80 or 100 (mph). I don't 
feel safe past 160," he explained. His record speeds
 varied 
from 67.5 to just over 75 mph, depending 
on the course 
flown. 





The real reason he soars is the "satisfying, almost 
spiritual" sensation he feels as he giides silently through  
the air. "You're surrounded by beauty and quietness," he 
said. 
The silver -white body of Aitken's
 plane, which 
stretches from an almost too-thin tail end to an elongated 
tear -shaped
 cab, sparkles majestically in flight as it 
catches glimmers
 of sunshine. 
So silently does it glide, even
 a pair of golden eagles 
performing a 
courtship
 dance right outside the canopy 
took no notice as 




 got his pilot's license from Skysailing airport 
in Fremont in 1963 and bought his first "bird" soon after. 
In 1978, he took a second mortgage on his home and
 
invested $25,000 in his Zuni. Finding 
the extra money 
wasn't easy on a 
teacher's salary, he said, but it was "a 
matter of priorities. I drive a junky car." 
Aitken's license is a regular pilot's license, but in-
cludes non
-power planes. "With the sailplane, gravity is 
your engine," he said. "A sailplane pilot will find rising 
air and put himself into 
it."
 
After a quick tow start 
from a power plane, a 
sailplane
 may use air that falls 
over 




"waves," blows against the face of a hill, or 
rises in a 
thermal surge. 
Thermal soaring, in which the pilot "catches" air that 
has been warmed by the sun hitting the ground and rises 
upward, is the kind Aitken uses "90 to 95 percent of the 
time." Once the pilot has circled upward to a desired 
height, he glides down to catch another current. 
To find rising air, Aitken said, a good pilot can "look 
at the sky and know what's going on." For example, 
"clouds tell you uniquely what the sky is doing," he said. 
Puffy cumulus clouds, he noted, will always sit on top of 
rising air. "So I just fly up under the cloud," he said. 
The height, as well as the distance traveled in a 
sailplane, Aitken noted, is only limited by human 
capability. "We have to wear oxygen masks from 12,000 
feet up," he said. "And 
at
 50,000 feet your blood boils," but 
the planes could easily go that high. 
Aitken
 has reached an altitude of 31,000 feet while 
"wave soaring" and a 
record
 46,000 has been attained that 
way.  
For  record breaking, Aitken totes 50 gallons of water 
on the roof of his car. 
Before flight, he dumps the 400 
pounds of water into tanks in the 
plane's
 wings. "A 
heavier plane will fly 
faster," he explained. "Of course, 
there's no free lunch," he added. "It will also climb 
slower." 
Aitken
 meters the amount of 
water  he uses by "what's 
going on in the air." On 
a "strong" day, one with good 
flying conditions, a plane 
with even the full 400 pounds
 of 
water can "outclimb
 power planes," he said.
 
This summer, as he does 
every  summer, Aitken will 
travel to the 
Western  Regional Championships
 in Reno, 
Nevada. 
"I want to take the 500 
kilometer
 (310 mile) 
course at 
over 80 miles per hour," he 
said. "'That way I'll 
set the national speed record." 
A previous attempt
 at that record found
 Aitken 11 
miles 
from
 an airport, 300 feet above 
ground
 and about to 
land 
between two private homes. "I was
 really going for 
speed 
and  I was getting cocky," 
he explained. "I had to 
chase  a kid with a kiddie cart 
out of the way so I could 
land." 
Even a bad 




Aitken's  fascination for what 
he calls "a solar-
powered sport." 
And for someone dubbed 
"the  solar 
wizard" by his 
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THE NORTH FACE offers one -stop
 outfitting for 
all your cross country needs, Ski equipment 
and clothing that fits -the hard and the soft.
 
THE 
NORTH  FACE has
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most  complete 
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We sell and rent 
the 
very  best 
 cross country 
skis 
 
bindings   boots
  poles 
 books and maps of 
touring in Northern Calif 
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of outdoor 
clothing & related 
gear
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 snowstorm of savings!
 
New '81-'82 
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'TUNE UP SPECIAL' 
Get those 
old boards 
back in shape so they'll 






GOOD THOU 10-25-81 WITH THIS AD 
99 
X...COUNTRY
 RENTAL SALE 
Skis/Bindings  $.39.99 
X
-Country  Boots  
$19.99 
GUARANTEED  BOOT 
FIT FOR 1 YEAR 
Just one of the many services we 
offer our customerswe 
guar-
antee that if your boot doesn't fit, 
you 
won't  have to wear it in 
painwe will take care of it. Free-
man's has been in business over 
20 vears now in San Jose. We've 
made it our practice
 to be sure 
our 
customers
 are satisfied and 
we plan to continue that policy. 
Our experienced staff 
will be 
happy to help you with all your 
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conic through, McGinle) 
said
 it would 
take  at least
 
three clerks to 










































According to Binkley, 
all 19 system campuses 
have begun




 San Francisco 
and San 
Diego  State 
universities





























Johnson,  is the 
damage
 




















said  he also bought 
some films as part 
of a 
package deal,
 which is less 
expensive per film, and 
























































occasional  films 
on 












additional  show 
was 
"the program






number  of in-
terests - not for
 the pur-





said.  "I knew 
it 
wouldn't  make 
money. Is 
that,


















A jazzy big 




Jazz  Ensemble I and 
the 
Jazz Choir will be 
presented  at 8:15 tonight 
in the Music 
Department  Concert Hall. 
The ensemble and the choir will give a 




 which gives the 
audience superior stereophonic sound. 
According
 to Music Professor Dwight 
Cannon,
 the musicians are placed 
in dif-
ferent positions, 
which  enhances 
separation
 of the instruments' colors 
"much more so than original big band 
sound." 
The performance will begin
 with the 
I5-member Jazz Choir, 
directed by Mike 
West, instructor of music. 
The concert will continue with 
the 24-
member Modern
 Jazz Ensemble featuring 
an array of traditional and modern
 styles.  
The
 
eight numbers the band will 
present are: "Maiden Voyage," by Herbie 
Hancock: "Dizzyland," by Don Menza: 
"K.C. Blues," by Charlie Parker; "Ruby 
Jubilation," by Les McCann; "Don't Get 
Around Much Anymore," by Duke 
Ellington; "Niama,"
 by John Coltrane: 
"Willow Weep For Me," by 
Sandra 
Thruer; 
and  the finale, "Brash 
Brass,
 
Bash," written by the late Don Ellis. 
Featured 
performers  will be 
Steve 
Steinberg







trumpet,  Ted 
Kooshian on 
keyboards,  Russ 
Greitich  on 
soprano sax, 
Eric Unruh and 
Nancy  Moser 
on baritone sax





 all in 
all, it should


















Student mimes will 
bring their homework
 to 
class today as 
they
 per-
form free for SJSU 
students at Studio Hour, a 
weekly entertainment hour 
sponsored by the Theatre 
Arts Department. 
The 
show  will begin at 
3:30 
p.m.
 in the Studio 
Theatre, Speech and 























said  the type 
of mime 




















































kind of piece." 
Hargrave  expects the 
show 
to last 
about  40 to 
45 
minutes.  




perform  17 














the new book from Putnam 
"THE 































Johnson said the 
philosophical
 clash exists 
between what 
the program 
board's job is, 
as
 set forth 
in A.S. Act 50, and the 
current 
bureaucracy's  
policy of making more 
money. 
Johnson has decided to 
resign 
his volunteer 
position as films chairman 
after this semester. 
"There is no support," 
he said. The series cannot 
run the way 
I feel it 
should."
 
If the budget is low for 
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night films for the series. 
"It's not my in-
terpretation  of what a films 
series
 should be," he said. 
"There's no 






















 man wearing a cowboy 
hat and blue jeans was arrested by. 
university police in connection with the 
assault of a janitor and an SJSU student 
shortly before 7 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Speech
 and Drama Building. 
Luis Verdecia Ricardo was arrested 
by university police and taken to county 
jail, where he was booked on charges of 
assault with a deadly weapon. 
A woman who works as a janitor at 
SJSU was working in the Speech and 
Drama Building Tuesday evening when
 a 
man tried to talk to her. The woman asked 
the 
man  to leave and said she was busy 
working,  police
 said. 
The man, who had been trying to 
talk
 
to her at 
work
 for two weeks, became 
insistent, according
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 gift to you . . Tranny is 




 our very best 
price ever. Direct from the 
factory via 
Tranny 
... the smart way 
to save. 
Save Gas  














are  not completely 
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and sleekly styled 
the 
Panter Pen 
Watch  features 
4 digit LCD 
display of hours 
minutes. 
month  day and 




Comes  with batteries and 
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 Spartans 1981 
soccer  season 
can be told through the
 
words  of coach Julie Menendez, 
who posted






28: "We deserved to win that 





their  season with a 
3-2 win over 
Westmont  
in 
overtime.  "I'm glad






-winner  with only
 31 




on a rebound shot. 
Sept. 13:
 "We had a lot of 
good chances and 
really 
took 







 made this 
comment  following








a 1-1 tie 22 
minutes
 into the 
second half 
when
 he connected on a 
penalty  kick. Michael 
Hurst's
 header goal with four
 minutes left iced the 
win. 
Sept. 17:
 Menendez was not 
very happy following 
the 
Spartans 
2-2  tie with Portland, 






"They  scored on a 
cheap goal," 
Menendez  stated. 
"Plus, 
we had a penalty 
and  didn't get it."  
SJSU  
out  of 
playoffs
 
The NCAA soccer 
playoffs  began 
yesterday without the 
SJSU 
Spartans. 
The Spartans, with 
a 14-4-1 overall record, 
were not picked by the 
tournament's selection 














 in head -to-
head matches. San 
Diego State beat SJSU 3-




Spartans 2-1 on Oct. 28 
and the Bears beat
 
SJSU 3-1 last 
Saturday. 






 that game, it 
would have 
finished at a 
15-3-1 










while  the 
Bears 
ended  at 
13-5-1  
with 












playoffs  saw San 






yesterday  in 
Berkeley.
 The winner 
of 























USF  finished 
the  
regular






champion  at 
6-0-
1 and had an 
overall  









can't give up 
two penalty 
shots  and hope 
to win." 
That's 
especially  true 
when  the 
opponent
 is San 
Diego  




 kicks to 
hand  
the 
Spartans  their first 





winning  goal 
for the 
Aztecs  three 
minutes
 into the first 










 meant a great










 a pair of goals
 to spark the 
Spartans  to a 5-1 
win over St. 
Mary's.  
Cardoso's two 
goals put his career 
collegiate  total at 
101. 
The win also put 
SJSU's
 season mark at 8-1-1 and
 
increased its
 winning streak to three after 
the San Diego 
State 
game.  
Included in that streak was a 
big 5-1 bombing of intra-
county rival Stanford. 
Oct. 17:
 "It was a very physical, defensive 
type game. 
Everybody  played very well, and 
the





























made this comment 
after possibly SJSU's
 
biggest win of the 
year, a 1-0 triumph 
over




 scored the game's only 
goal early in the first 
half and 
a defense led by Dave Pickett
 shut out the Bruins. 
The victory 
stretched the SJSU 
win  streak to six and 
solidified  the Spartans hold 
on the No. 1 ranking in 
the  Far 
West. 
Oct. 20: "Giulio
 really came through
 for us." 
Giulio as in Bernardi,
 who beat Chico State on this 
date with 
a goal five minutes remaining
 in overtime to 
increase SJSU's 
overall record to 12-1-1. 
Oct. 28: "It was a well -created
 goal with a good 
header." 
Unfortunately,
 Menendez was talking 
about  USF's 
goal with 
only  30 seconds left in the game 
as the Spartans 
dropped a 2-1 game 
to the defending national 
champs.
 
Hurst put SJSU up 1-0 only
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that was all the Spartans could muster against the Dons. 
Thierry
 Blanson got the winning goal on a well -placed 
header into the upper 
left
 corner of the net 
Nov. 6: The guys played 
real well and we were able 
to 
contain
 them with man-to-man
 defense." 




the first overtime period, the Spartans 
kept
 
their playoff hopes alive 
with a 2-1 victory over Fullerton 
State. 
SJSU thus put its 
season
 record at 13-3-1. 
Nov. 14: "I think we controlled the game. hut didn't 
win 
it." 
The Cal Bears struck for three first-half 
goals and 
held 








The SJSU soccer team ended the season with 14 wins, 
four
 losses and 
one tie 
'SENIOR
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Start
 your nursing career with 
our 
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IBM  professional 
quality' Lens lost. 
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pair of the speakers shown 
above, at the prices





ONE  RECEIVER PER 
CUSTOMER!)
 
These  speakers 
are  one of 
Marantz's 
exceptionally good





speaker: thay are 
exceptionally
 





sound than many 




























has  a 
sizzling  
powerful































































































total of $298 for 
the  PAIR. 
Thus,






















CARTONS. They are NOT 











 In many 
instances













If you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS,
 we 



















902, etc. in 
various
 price 
ranges;  and  still get a wide 
choice  
of




In some brands,  we 
have a choice of different 
models
 available Supplies of some 
models are limited so hurry 
in
 for best selection 
The 

















































San Jose - Santa Clara Area: 
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Jose292-3904
 
1621 El Camino 
Real,  Mt. 
View.969-4221
 









































See  page 6 
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is $4 with reduced 
admission  
for seniors and 
students 
"Best 




on Classic Album 
Rock  
Review, KCBS FM Rubber 
Soul
 Monday at 8 p m 
All Pink Floyd - a laser light 





Minolta Planetarium, De Anza 





 50 tor seniors 
and 
children under 10 
Mario Manual Moron 




1611 Stanford Ave. Palo Alto 
Show begins at 8 30,  
53 
donation 
The Livewire Choir, tonight at 
Harney Steel's,





Bubba Lou and the Extremes, 
tonight at Carlos 'n Chart es. 
271 S Railroad Ave. San 
Mateo  The t nsemble. 




tomorrow  at the 









Mandarin & Siechuan Cuisine 




 north of 






131 E. Jackson St. 
I trtts, Stbbles Sattirdas and 
Roy Buchanon Sunday 
The Rubinoos, 





 Willow Pass 




X, tomorrow at Market Street 
Cinema, 1077 Market, San 




Mahal,  Saturday at the 
Next Stage. 22380 Foothill 
Blvd
 . Hayward 
Three/Sisty, tonight at the Sly 
fox. 1419 
Burlingame  Ave 
Burlingame Stu Blank and His 
Nasty Habits, tomorrow and 
Addle Saturday 
theater  
"Play  it 
Again  Sam," 
tonight 
through





























 8 p m Sunday
 
at 2 10. and Friday 
and 
Saturday.
 Nov 20. 21 









Tickets are 1.6 
senior 
iti/ens 



















tonight  and 
tomorrow,  8 pm Saturday.  










Theatensest. 50 University 
Ave los 







 information call 
396-54 14 

















































 CA 95128 
286-6275  
Open 
daily  10-9, 
















Cinema  150 in Santa 































 and the 









"For a Good 
Time  Call," 
presented by the 
Distractions  
at the Chi Chi 









 at 8 30 p m 
and on 




 pm through 








































"Nisei Bar and Grill" 
opens 
Friday
 at 8 p m 
at 4344 
California
 St. San 
Francisco
 
For further information call 
the Asian 




presented  by 
Hollbarn Theatre, 1285 F 
Hillsdale Blvd . San 
Mateo al 
7 10 p m 
through  Dec 20 For 
more











 Market St 
San  Fran-
cisco,



















































































 display in the 
Linn 
Pavilion 
of the Triton 
Museum  
of 
Art  through 
















Madalena  will 
be featured







 Nov 29 
"Passing




 of 150 
photographs.  




 years of 
Santa Clara Valley history at 
the California History Center. 
De Anza College through Dec 
17 
"Western Art Directors Club 
16th West Coast Show" at 
the  
uphral Gallery. De Anta 
College through tomorrow 
this exhibit recognizes out-
standing work in the com-





Cartoons"  260 
cartoons
 trom 
United States,  
Canada.  
England, Germany. Italy, New 
Zealand and India on display 
at the 
I 
uphrat Gallery Nov 21 





 tonight at 
Camera  
One 166 S 
First St, San lose 
"Siddhartha" 





Only. 9 30 
and 
"Victory.











Oncle  D'Amerique," 
Nov
 24 Tuesday at 8 p m in 




"The four Seasons" Dec 2 at 
130 in the 51.1
 Ballroom. 7 
and 10 p m 
































crop  of modern
 rock 
musicians. 
With names like 
The 
Chris Ketner, who plays 
the bass guitar and electric 
viola, 
met six years ago, 
according
 to Thorn. The 
trio was formed when 
Thorn 
responded to an ad 
for a 
drummer
 in "BAM" 
magazine. 














 in last 
year's Bay Area Battle of the 
Bands. 















all  over the Bay 
Area. 
One of the best
 of these 
bands to appear




























ran out of 
other 
names.
 First we 
were 
called 
"The  Jets," 
then we 
changed 














Dinette  has a 
good 









































Greifer is from 
London, 


















of Music for 
two years,





"I've been playing 
instruments for 18 years,"
 
Ketner said. "I 










 in their 
revcrtoire  
range 
from reggae, "Take 
me Away," to 
"When 
You're  a Jet," 
from West 
Side 
Story,  the 1950's 




life in New 
York. 
"New York is the 
most 
like home for 
me," said 
Englishman 
Greifer.  "The 
dirt doesn't 















 he  first 
came
 to the U.S.
 in 1973. 
"It 





Chris Ketner of the
 local band 
Chrome Dinette switches
 from 
bass guitar  
to electric 
viola  in their 
Friday
 
night performance at 
the 
Keystone  Palo 
Alto.  The 
band was
 opening 
for Dingo Boingo. 
rock in 
England. 








himself  as a "die
 hard rock 
'n 
roll
 fan." His 
favorite  
bands 
are  the Pretenders,
 
the














 to Patrick 
McGoohan,  star 
of the BBC 
television




few songs in 
their
 set were 
hampered  by 
sound difficulties, but 
these 


























 adding an 
uncommon






For Ketner, he says, 
"There
 is nothing beyond 
Chrome Dinette. If I wasn't 
in Chrome Dinette I'd be in 
another band or I'd be 
dead." 
Ketner also lampooned 
that the wildest 
place the 
band ever played was Niles 
Station 
in Fremont. 
"It was wild that 
we 
got out 
alive," he said. 
"I
 
think Fremont's going to be 
the next big thing. Instead 
of driving up to Tahoe for 
the
 weekend, people will be 
going to Fremont. Fremont 
is load with untapped 

























expires Nov 30 



























 and drama 
We serve coffee from 25 C 
with a wide selection of 










 111-  ) 
Designer
 




























































 But, Saturday 
the 
14th proved 


















 at 8 











 two hours, 
the audience
 at the unof-
ficial 





with  a good 
script
 to give an evening of 
entertainment.  The 
actors, 
most of 
whom were in their 
first production for SJSU, 
delivered almost
 flawless 






 the play centers on 
Allen Felix, a film critic 
who  has just been divorced 
by his 
wife, Nancy. A 




handling women will cause 
him to 
be
 lonely forever. 
However,  with the help 
of his married friends, 
Dick and Linda, and his 
hero, an imagined Hum-






 and be seduced 
by,
 beautiful women. 
Sometimes, 
though, 
Felix's attempts at 
romance are screwed up as 
he tires to be more like 
Bogey and less like him-
self. The audience is 
treated to Felix's
 mistakes 




 some of 
the 
plays funnier moments. 
As 
the play moves on, 




together in their 
efforts
 to 
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Stevens 
Creek
 Blvd., 243-3120* 
















15736 los Gatos Blvd., 358-1782 
Sunnyvale - 
592  Mary Ave., 738-2882 
Palo 
Alto  3929(1 
Camino
 Real. 493-5115 
San Rafael 
999 Francisco 
Blvd..  457-3515 
Mill Valley - 653 E. 
Blithedole
 Ave.. 383-6166 
Weekdays 
8:30 till 6:00 
Saturdays





































 ensues is a funny
 love 
triangle  Felix and Linda 
don't expect





 Sue Hargrave 
has  taken the 
script
 and the 
new cast and combined 





gotten  a better look -







 playing in his 
first major role at SJSU, 
closely resembles 
the  
playwright  Allen 
wwith his 
scattered bright red hair 
and thin unmuscular body.
 
Ronzana has also donned a 
pair of black -rimmed 
glasses to complete his
 
resemblence
 to the comic 
playwright. 
With his slumped 
shoulders and
 continual 
nervous habit such as 
wringing his hands, his 
clothes, and his 
pillows to 
show his anxiety, Ronzana 
could easily be taken for a 
true neurotic, especially 
when he is whining. 
Ronzana's whining is 
so true to form that it gets 
to be a bit nerve racing at 
first, until one realizes it is 
an important part of the 
Felix character. 
Howwever, Bonzana's oft -
repeated "bahs" could 
have been reduced to make 
the play less repetitious 
and more enjoyable. 
Even with his voice 
and "bahs," Ronzana 
provoked the most
 laughs 
of any other actor with his 
lines  and comic movement. 
Nothing he does 
fails  to get 








-life is Kevin Brady, a 





Brady offers a 
huge  slice of advice 
on how 
to handle 
women  with a 
man's 
attitude,  complete 
with "there's nothing 
wrong with a woman that a 












 in the 
lights 
of
 the room. 
Hargrave




sequences,  such 





 use of light. 
Dreams are clean 
direct streams of 
white 





overhead lights that 
bring  
out the colors in the 
well -
designed stage set. 
Brady,  aside from 
his 
voice not being a deep as 
Bogey's, does a good 
job of 
delivering  the lines as 
Bogey did. Though the 
audience never sees 
Brady's face,
 his clothes, 
his walk and his manner all 
proclaim him a good 
imitation of Bogey. 
Donna O'Dowd plays 
Linda, the woman caught 
between
 her affection for 
two men. Though O'Dowd's 
role states her profession 
as a model, she is not quite 
as convincing in that as she 
is in her acting. O'Dowd 
plays a good opposite for 
both Felix and husband 
Dick, played by Gary Zaro. 
Zaro one of the few 
acting veterans did well in 


























 Brady as 





playing this weekend in the University Theatre. 
businessman. His constant 
need to stay in contact with 
the 
office by leaving his 
phone number 
wherever  he 




 in the play 
was Jean Tait who 
ap-
peared as Felix's wife in 
several  dream sequences. 
She had 
many of the more 
dramatic  
scenes,
 all of 
which 
she used to 
her full 
advantage.  






















use the new 
and talented
 cast to 
provide 
an evening of 
laughs and 
fun.
 In fact, 
some may even want to 
exclaim
 "Play it Again, 
Sam" as the lights  dim and 





will be presented tonight 











 to 4:30 p.m. 
Prices are 
$2.50 for 


































































By Kris Eldred 
Staff Writer 
orgive me, father, 
for
 I have sinned. 
"What is it, my 
child?  Tell 
me." 
"I 
have  gone to the 
Boarding House in San 
Francisco to see comedian 
Don Novello, 
who  plays 
religious impersonator 
Father Guido Sarducci." 
"Why, my child?" 
"I was overcome with 
an 
insatiable  urge to find 
laughter,
 father." 
"Tell me, child, did you 
find laughter?" 
"Yes sir. Father 
Sardu...uh,
 Novello was 
very funny. I had almost 
expected him to be 
let  down 
from
 his days on Saturday 
Night Live and his 'find the 
Cardinal Cody in 
front of 




 and his 'cousin' 
should
 not be 
made






"My child, you stayed 
while he insulted the 
religion by picking on a 
man accused of em-
bezzlement and infidelity? 
Why" 
"It was funny. Novello 
was funny. Everybody 
thought so. Why else would 
people pay $8.50 
a ticket 
plus suffer through a two-
drink minimum? Besides, 
he didn't stop 
at
 using 
Cardinal Cody for 
a laugh. 
He went higher." 














but  he 
wasn't.  
"In fact,
 he was 
fun-
nier on 
stage  than he 
was 
on TV I 
guess that
 is 











Boarding  House 
dressed in 
his usual style  
a 
pin-striped





robes  of black 
velvet 
and his collar. 
"He 
started the 




 which he 
made fun 
of




even  Cardinal 
John 
Cody."  
"He  made fun of 




"Yes. He made fun of 
the Pope 
and, I'm sorry, 
fa ,iier, but it was even 
funnier than his jokes 
about Cody. I must admit I 
laughed a lot." 
'How did he do it, my 
child?" 
"In a 
puppet  show 
format, father. You should 
have seen it. It was highly 
entertaining. Novello had 
some artists 
he knows 
make up the puppets and 
the scenes. They are 
talented artists, too, though 












































provide more moments of 
laughter. He set the scene 
at the pope's shooting and, 
believe it or not, it provided 
some good material
 for 
Novello to use..in a tsteful 
manner, of course." 
"Is that all he did all
 




"No, he made fun of 
life and 
death,
 then he 
made fun 
of
 people in the 
audience,
 including Tom 
Smothers who had 




perform.  He 
also made fun about 
making  fun." 
"Did the show ever 
drag, my child?" 




"Was he the only one 
performing, my child?" 
"When he was on 
stage, he was the only one 
performing. But there was 
a gentleman before him. 
His name was John 
McEuen. McEuen was a 
member of the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band, but he has left 
them and become a 
comedian." 
"Was
 he any good, my 
child?" 
"Yes, father. In cer-
tain areas, he was relly 
talented. He played a mean 
banjo and guitar and he 
told a few jokes." 
"But was he funny like 
Novello?"
 
"No one  is like Novello, 
but McEuen did provide a 
good opening act. He even 
told the




father  asks 
the doctor about
 the pain 
his wife will 
be going 
through. 
"The doctor replies 
'Pinch
 your lip.' Father 
says 'That's not so bad.' 
Doctor says 
'Now  pull your 
lip out as far
 as you can.' 
Father still says 'That's not 
too bad.' Doctor tells him to 
pinch and pull his 
lips
 at 
the same time. 
Father  asks 




















20% discount w coupon 




Meal By The Month
 $60. 
come
 in for more information
 






 San Carlos & 
S.
 10th) 
'Now pull it back over your 
head""
 
"Is this all you have to 
tell me, my child?" 
"Yes, father. 
But  
before I go, I must admit 
that I would highly 
recommend Novello  or 
Sarducci 
 to anyone 
who 
has the
 chance to go and
 
see him 
the  next time he is  
in town." 
"Very 
well,  my child. I 
forgive
 you your 




































folk  music 
Enjoy delicious
 entree's 






















Thursday November 19, 
1981  






























 for the 
first time 







crowd of 300. 
The 


































music and dances. 
Members
 of the group 
come from all facets of 
Samoan life. There are 











group  opened the 
show by performing the 
investiture of a high chief. 
Dressed in 
bright red 
and white clothes made of 
tapa
 cloth, (which comes 
from the wood of a 
mulberry tree) members 
of the group yelled and 
danced as they made their
 
way to the stage and 
presented the new chief 
with a variety of  fine mats. 
After the chief was 
instated, he was
 allowed to 
participate
 in the formal 
Royal Ave Cemerony. 
For this portion of the 
ceremony, Samoan 






wore a brown and 





around her waist, the most 
elaborate and colorful 
dress of the evening. 
For a crown, she wore 
an ornate headdress of 
rainbow colors
 with four 
small, circular mirrors 
extending up the center. 
Following the in-
vestiture of the high chief, 
the choir performed a 
series of songs 
which  
described 
all aspects of 
Samoan life. 
"Soufuna Sina", a song 
that




Samoan men have to 




rendered by the choir and 
received
 ovations from the 
crowd.
 
The group also 
displayed
 Samoan artifacts 
and demonstrated how 
they were 
made. 
As is the custom 
of 
Samoans, the young were 
supervised by the old as 
they displayed 
Samoan 
artifacts and demonstrated 
how they 
were made. 
Fine mat weaving, the 
making of tapa cloth and 
wood 

























































































































their  legs 











formed the "Taualuga" 
while the 
group  members 
sat in a semi -circle around 
her. 
Displaying  the 
love 
that exists in the 
Samoan  
culture,  members 
of
 the 
audience placed money at 
the feet of Princess 
Seevuaetasi






 get At Steele's:
 
Discount prices
 on virtually 
everything  we 
sell.  
A 
tremendous  selection 




service  dept. A 
very
 fair exchange 
and
 refund policy. 
Free
 48 page fully 
illustrated  catalog with 




Islands  dive trip contest.






20%  on all 
RENTALS 
Here's 
what you don't get: 
High prices.
 Salespeople 




 on some Items.
 A 
store half 
full  of one of a 
kind Items and 
antiques,  
Steele's   your 
everyday,
 all the time, 
what 
you
 see is what 
you get scuba 
discount 





 Register for 
free 
trip.  Meet the pros
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in new film 
A Polygram picture release 
with Treat 






maden,  San 
lose  
By 
Greg  Robertson 
City  Editor 
n Thanksgiving 
Eve, 1971, D.B. 
Cooper 
jumped  
out of a 727 
jetliner  wearing 




 $200,000 of 
the airline's
 money and a 
big smile. 
During Thanksgiving, 
1981, audiences will flock to 
their local theaters to see 
what might have happened 
after that event and leave 
the film minus $4, but in 
possession
 of a similar 
smile. 
"The 
Pursuit  of D.B. 
Cooper" 
is a fun movie. It 
is
 little more than a cartoon 
with actors instead of 
animation, but
 it works. 
The secret to 
its success 
lies in the 
attitude of the 




simply have a good time. 
One has to figure that 
any film which 
gives credit 
to a possum in 
the cast is 
not considered serious 
drama.  
Just




Cooper  and who 
he 
really was 
are  questions 
that to this 
day even the 
FBI has not been able 
to 
answer.
 Jeffrey Alan 
Fiskin's screenplay offers 
one 
doubtful  answer. 
In this 
version of the 
tale, Cooper is 
played by 
Treat Williams, star of 
"Hair" and 
more  recently 
"Prince of the City." He 
pulls off 
the stunt to win 
back the love of his wife, 
played with a lot of energy 
by Kathryn
 Harrold. 
But while the FBI 
hasn't a clue to who D.B. 




Robert  DuVall as Bill 
Gruen, an agent for the 
airline's insurance com-




is really J.R. Meade, a 
former Green
 Beret whom 
he trained.
 
Gruen is simply after 
the ransom money. He 
doesn't care about turning 
Meade in, just beating him 




on the trail of 
Meade is Mason Remson, 
an unsavory character 
who 
served in Vietnam with 
him. 









chase turns out to be 
a lot of 
fun. There 





highway in beat -up 
old cars 
and the ultimate
 chase with 
Gruen 
flying  down 
the 






















in the chase 
and the
 failures. 
There  is 
something funny 






 a very 
positive 









road  of 
life. 
It is also 
good
 to see 
DuVall

















him  loosen 
his 
collar and have 
fun in a 
movie.  
DuVall  is 









when he is going












Spottiswoode  takes a 
while 
to
 set up 






 and silly, 
but
 once 















Good food and 
reasonable prices








 we set up a full 
bar in a 
comfortable 
atmosphere  for listening to 
our live 
entertainment, 








off  Lawrence Expressway 
and 
Highway 101, 
near the Sunnyvale Hilton.
 
So, for a pleasant 
change,
 
sail on over, 
and  









  Sunnyvale  245-2911 
Treat Williams
 as D.B. C 
super  jumps 











musical score is catchy, 
and of course, who else 
could sing the theme song 
"Shine" other than Waylon 
Jennings. After doing the 
music for "The Dukes of 
Hazzard," Waylon just 
seems right to 
sing during 
any car chase. 
"The 
Pursuit
 of D.B. 
Cooper" is very similar to 
last year's "Melvin 
and 
Howard."
 That film told 
the story of Melvin
 
possibility that Howard 
Hughes did leave him a 
portion of his estate. 
But unlike "Melvin and 
Howard," the 
audience  
never believes the story of 
D.B. Cooper. Both men 
became grassroots folk 
heroes in the '70s and the 
film 
industry gobbled up 
their stories.
 
Since D.B. Cooper has 
not been
 heard from since 
his parachute











Fiskin's  guess is 
wrong, but it is  still fun to 
watch. 
By the way, the part of 
the possum is played by 
Marsoupial. It is a won-
derful acting job. He 
demonstrates true fear as 
Remson attempts to run 
him down with his car. Not 
since the gopher in 
"Caddyshack" has a 
rodent delivered such a 








































































































































































was  a 
major  

































sounds of Tangerine 
Dream's latest LP "Exit" 
one is experiencing 





 another, nearly 
devoid of lyrics except for 
the 
whispering  sounds of 
someone speaking in 






veying a message of peace. 
Tangerine  Dream 
founder Edgar Froese has 
sent copies of the 
new LP to 
politicians,  artists and 
Seven 
restaurants  designed to please
 
your palate and your 
pocketbook  
II , ..,... .. 





























 DINING FOR 
LUNCH, 
DINNER
 or AFTER THE  
SHOW 
FOOD TO GO 
 CAMBRIDGE 




 KIEV  LE 
CREPERIE 






 ZORBA LE 
GREC  
INC OLD MILL IS 
LOCATED  ON 
CALIF
 ST. AT THE 
ORNER
 OF SAN 
ANTONIO  RD..
 MTN. VIEW 
NriIwwwwarAmm.   























 set up the






seem to ring 
of 
the 





The  unconventionalism 
of this group 
and their 
approach  to music has 
gone through many 
changes in the 11 
years 
they have been 
recording 
together as Tangerine 
Dream. 
Froese, a trained 
artist 




 in 1965. In 
1966, his band call The 
Ones, playing music in-
fluenced
 by British rock 'n' 
roll and American soul, 
had the chance to play a 




Froese spent some time 
with the artist Salvador 
Dali. The effects of his stay 
in Spain, his association 





Schmoelling,  Chris Franke and Edgar 
Froese of Tangerine Dream. 
Their latest release is 
"Exit"  on ElecktralAsvlum 
records.  
electronic 
music  drew him 
farther away from con-
vention.  
Shortly after The Ones 
broke 
up and he formed 
Tangerine 
Dream. The new 
band played their first 
concert in Berlin in 
January of '68, following 
four 




 were staging 
demonstrations against 
war, the establishment, 
etc. and many highly 















































































  like 
structured songs 















at clubs like 
the 
Berlin Zodiac, 
where  one 
room was 
totally
 white and 




presence  was also 
noted by 
their inattention 












Eventually their stage 
show changed as they 
incorporated
 video tape 





Planeterium has had 
Laseriurn programs timed 




Since the combination 
of pictures and music has 
become an important part 
o Tangerine Dream's total 
experience, 
they  have had 






released in 1977, and have 
made  their music fit pic-




















schedule in order 
to spread 
their music and 
work 
toward these goals. 
Having  achieved some 
popular 
acclaim for their 
most recent 
musical  score 







Britain  and the 
United States in order to 
widen their audience. 
On 
these upcoming 
tours the Tangerine Dream 
plans to give more con-
ventional concerts in an 
effort to make their music 
more accessable. 
The new LP from 
Tangerine
 Dream, "Exit," 


























































































 with the 
homey 











holds  few 
pretentious of 
being more 




commune  and share in the
 
good  musical 
cheer.
 
But for all its 
obvious
 
enthusiasm,  this 
"Mikado"
 
suffers because of 
the 
imbalanced  singing talents 
of its 
leads  and chorus and
 
'Halloween  11' no treat
 
A 

































































































bad,  so 
evil  
in fact






















Laurie  Strode 

















would not die, what 
made 
him so blood 
thirsty, or 




 one of the 
strongest features





































away,  it is 
sufficient
 to say 
that this 
new plot 
development  is 
















the  gush 
of 
gore 
























the screen with blood. This 
unnecessary outpour only 
succeeds in revolting the 
viewers. Instead of putting 
his audience on the edge of 
its seat, Carpenter forces 
them to squirm back and 
cover their 
eyes.  
Most of "Halloween II" 
involves a lengthy chase 
through the corridors of a 
small hospital in the fic-




was  admitted to 
the hospital following her 
struggle with Myers in 
"Halloween." 
Through the use of 





track Myers and Strode 




 audience and 
'builds
 suspense ; the stalker 
and the stalked in two 
different places but viewed 
together. 
Although  insane, 
Myers is still
 smart enough 
to utilize
 the televised 
monitor screens to 
aid him 
in pursuing Strode. 
But  she 
never figures it out. 
In general, 
while  
"Halloween II" does 





reduces  the film to nothing 
more than a cheap 
imitation of the first. 4 
The 






























Good  Average Mediocre
 
Pitiful 
a lack of cleat direction as 




 with a lighthanded 
or slapstick touch. 
Opening night, the 




slightly  weak tenor 
voice of Kent Marsh ans 
Nanki-Poo, the romantic 




trained delivery and 
straightforward demeanor 




played by Larry 
Shetterly. 
Shetterly 
sliced  the ham 
quite  thick for this show, 
and all 
but  drowns in his 
own thickly applied 
greaspaint.
 
Keith  Bentley, another 
slapstick vision, used his 
wirey
 frame and much 
mugging to advantage, 
enlivening
 the role of Ko-
Ko the Lord High 
Executioner. That 
tribute  
to tongue-tripping lyrics, 
"I've 
Got a Little List," 
was delivered speedily but 
with some unfortunate 




strength of this 
"Mikado" is the exquisite 
soprano voice and sureness 
of understanding Debra 
Stastny-Paley
 shone on her 
solos as well as a sen-
sitively 
delivered  
madrigal. Even when 
heard in combination with 
three other trained voices, 
the bell -like quality of her 





Also more than 
satisfactory  is Doris 
Vander Putten, who 
combined
 the double -threat
 
stage impact
 of a Walt 
Disney -inspired 
witch  with 








A statuesque John 
Williams 
appeared to be so 
greatly 
enjoying  his role as 
the power
-wielding  Mikado 
that 
he won over his 
audience
 with ease. 
The large fan -waving 
choruses,
 both men's 
and  
women's, 

























made  very 
rewarding listening, both 
during the 
overtures 






 at the downtown 
Montgomery
 Theater at 8 
p.m.  Sunday and Monday. 
Tickets are
 $6 for 
adults
 















 s aeo, our ear 
toda 
Ts. o Locations
 in San 
Jose 
732 
























 that looks 
this good, this 
much
 in 









way  since 1863. 
So while the
 styles may change
 over the 
years, 
the 








































turns  into 
some sort
 of ethereal 
space  
voyager.  He's 
out





































 at once 
both 




lifts you, it turns you 
around, and it gently
 put, 
you down 
again.  Weisberg 
is 
now "Travelin' Light," 
the title of his new album. 
Instead of 
drawing  
prirnarily on himself as a 































same time integrate quite 




Light"  is an 
appropriate 















 of today's albums. 
Side one of 
Weisberg's  
new album 
is a  rock/jazz 
combination  with 
a fast 
tempo. 
Synthesizers  create 
an 
interesting  background 
sound
 that adds 
to the 
fullness of 
this six -man 
band.
 The band 
consists  of: 
Rick 
Jagger, drums; 
San Jose' State 



































are atallaIrk, ai 
RAY,







tie Arm. rawd 


































 tune, is 
just
 as it 
suggests
  a light,
 perky 
melody 
with  catchy 
in-
terludes.







Weisberg  plays 
a good 
jazzy flute 
with  traces of 
the classical
 influences 
that  are 
prevalent  in 
most 
of his tunes. 
"Getting  Away 
From It All" 





 is pure rock 
and 
roll. The flute syn-
thesizer
 
played  by 
Weisberg  creates



























mood.  It is 
much 
softer  and 
more 












"King of Cool" has a 
pop/jazz sound which 
soothes you almost to the 
point of relaxation.
 
"Sleepwalk," an excellent 
rendition of the '60s 
classic 
by Johnny and 
Santo, has 
an eerie 
sound  created by 
















 simplistic piano 
solo. "Why" and "Paula" 
are very 
soft,  romantic 
Side one
 is lively, upbeat; 









































 ur. . 
 
art:or:Robe 
war? a fiery 
c011echon
 ,nsr:Ared
 by a 
ho,1,...  







 and ribs 
So 
stock
































 regular priced 
legssarmers,
 sport socks, * 
* tights, glitter 
socks,  pantihose, king sire men, * 
* 
* 
* tall girl 




524 LI Paseo de Saratoga
 
379-9745 






joined  by acoustic 
guitar, cello and piano to 
create a 
beautiful sound. 
My favorite is "Trinity," 
flute intertwined 
with 
piano to make a lovely 
duet. 
In "Travelin' Light," 
Weisberg's 14th album, he 
has created yet another 
pleasing, satisfying album 
that stimulates and en-
tertains the listener while 
remaining totally un-
predictable. Misun-
derstood or misinterpreted 
in the past as a jazz artist 
straddling musical styles 
and dipping his 
toes
 into 
rock, his roots are 
classical. But he has 
always played with rock 
bands. The 





Weisberg an enlightening 






















 No Extra 
Costs  
 Closest School 
to 














































































 good album. 
It makes the 
listener feel a 






the  tide from 
the 
beginning 


































 last two 



















end  of a 
love 
that






 that is felt









BUY ANY SET 
















Holmes' latest release 




of an affair 














Love,"  when 
the 
man  falls in 
love with 
another 























description  of the night's 
festivities. 
In "You 
Remind Me of 



















 said on a 
release. 
The  song is 
easy and 
mellow. 
The  record starts 
to 
take a turn at 
the last cut 
on side





separated by the man's 
trip 
to 
Tokyo,  and the song 
gives a feeling
 of the 
frustration  of the
 
separation. 




 which tells of the
 
man's 
impatience  with the 




reuniting with his 
lover. 
The man has to re-
introduce
 himself to her 
upon his arrival, as one 
senses
 that the woman 
has  
had a change of heart. 






Again the tone is 
mournful,









agains  with "Love at 
Second





"Love" is light and 
bouncy
 and, as with all the 
songs on 
the album, the 
picture  of what is going 
on 
is quite clear. 
A final, vain attempt at 
recapturing 
the  love is 
made in "My Lover's 
Keeper,"
 a slow song in 
which the listener can 
clearly sense that the the 




 Minute" wraps 
up 
the  relationship. 
It is quick 
in tempo, but 
the 
listener  senses the 
feeling
 the man 













to create a 
mood 
on the slower pieces
 and 
generate the 










companies  an 
establish 
him




















































































































TWIN  CINEMA 
CAMDEN
 HILLSDALE















A DYNAMO OF SEXUAL ENERGY All PARTS MESH LIKE A WI 
OILED MACHINE ONE AMP
 PORN FLICK, 
SOPHISTICATED 
SEX,
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Thursday. November 19. 1981 
increase states 
Lnal.  11U.Zmmli 
must be set aside for financial ail 
to lessen the impact of the fee rat 
on lower -income
 students. 
The announced increase corn, 
on top of a $46 raise in fees is  
spring to make up $14 million 
Brown's $20 million budget cut f, 
NOW'S

















 & COUNTRy ShoppiNg 
CENTER  SAN 
JOSE 
30 
International restaurants & shops. 
A limitless 
variety
 of foods and rich 










































































































By Randy Paige 
Staff Writer 
SJSU  football star Bob Ove 
former team member Jeffrey A. 
surrendered themselves to 
or  
police yesterday afternoon 
after  v 
were issued 
for their arrest earl 
morning, according to Universit: 
Sgt. William Lane. 
The warrants 
were issued 
nection with calling in a false rap 




Overly is charged 
in the warr 
making 
a false emergency police 
making a false police report a 
dalism. 
Jensen, 22, is charged with 
van  
Overly and Jensen were arrei 
then released on their own
 recogni: 
"We're on top of the situatior 
Men's Athletic Director Dave 
"We're not going to pre -Judi 
(Overly)."
 
"As far as I know, there wi 
action taken against Bob," SJSU 
coordinator Claude Gilbert said. 
Two eyewitnesses in sworn te 
said they saw Overly rip the te 
receiver, located on 
Ninth Stre 
Markham Hall, from its connectior 
But Jensen went into universil 
headquarters Tuesday and confr 
tearing 
the receiver from the tel 
according to University Poll( 
William Lane. 
Santa Clara County Municipi 
Judge Louis 
Doll  issued the 
yesterday afternoon after Deputy 
Attorney Neil Kimball filed a co 
against Overly and Jensen
 earl 
morning. 
Overly surrendered him: 
university police 
at
 2:20 p.m. ye: 
The 








































The players were also accuse 
playing a stereo too loud,
 breaking 
builletin board 




By Cindy Band 
Staff Write] 
There will 
be no special elect: 
decide
 the fate of 
proposed
 Recrer 
funding according to 
a decision 
the A.S. Board of 
Directors.  
The 
board voted 11 to one 
initiative on the general 
election  bi 
Primary 
reason  for the elee 
that the timing would be too 
soon  a 
semester 
so students would not h 
the proposal. 
During the spring general
 el. 
asked if they 
approve
 or disapproi 
Union fee increase
 to pay for is 
project.  
The center
 would cost studi 
semester  for two years, beginning 
would 
pay for the planning and di 
 




 fall 1984, the fee would inc: 
$40 
per  
student gradually pay of 
over a 25-year period, the cornmitti 
